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19th June 2021
Dear Parents/ Carers,
The Coronavirus Chronicles #38
I was driving through both the New Forest and along the sea front earlier this week and took moments
to reflect on the magnificence of our surroundings. We are fortunate to have such beauty in our lives
and we can be guilty of taking that for granted. There’s a reason we get so swamped by tourists
during the holiday periods and although that can cause frustrations with traffic etc. it is good
occasionally to be reminded of how fortunate we are to be in a situation where we can be blasé
about the awe and wonder that we live among. It’s been a while since I’ve written to you, and
perhaps that is because things have been ticking along smoothly and we have been settling into a
new rhythm, however recently we have been sitting up a little more and watching our horizon as the
landscape has been changing somewhat. As I have throughout these last pandemic 18 months, I
thought I should update you with our current situation and thinking, plus some other news!

•

A third wave is here. In my briefings with Public Health and BCP this week, it is clear that we
are now seeing another surge in cases of the virus. There are several schools that have
been significantly affected and the evidence suggests that the new variant, which is now
dominant, can (and does) spread rapidly. This could be a small ‘blip’ or it could be the
beginning of another testing time. As a consequence of this, we have adjusted our risk
assessment and re-instigated measures and protocols to ensure that as much as possible
we maintain tighter integrity of our school bubbles. We had relaxed these measures
somewhat in line with the easing of lockdown, however as I am sure you understand, the
safety of our community is always our first priority and caution and precaution must come
first.

•

Symptoms. Thank you to those of you who are home testing twice a week as a precaution
and early warning sign. It remains incredibly important that we are vigilant for symptoms
and do not send any child into school if they have a high temperature, persistent cough or
loss of taste and smell. There are indications that strong headaches or a strong ‘summer
cold’ are also indicators of potential Covid infection, and if you or your child exhibit these
symptoms we also recommend you apply for a PCR test. As always, if you have any
questions, concerns or uncertainties, please contact the school office or email our bespoke
address covid@stjamescebournemouth.com and we will be able to offer guidance and
advice in line with the latest information we have. I say this to all colleagues in school as
well – there are NO silly questions, and we’d always rather that you ask.

•

Tesco is getting tough. We have been contacted by the manager of Tesco across the
road who has expressed frustration with the amount of parents who are parking in their car
park or across the entrance and stopping shoppers from being able to access. They have
taken the decision to begin issuing parking tickets to cars that are using the spaces as a
convenience to pick up their child.
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•

Only Year 5 and 6 children with walking passes can be unsupervised. We have noticed
that some children, younger than Year 5 and 6, are being dropped and left at the gates
before school is open. We are not responsible for the welfare of your children until they are
in school at official times and politely remind parents that you should not just leave your
children unsupervised until our duty of care takes over. If you do this you are putting them
at risk of harm.

•

Operation Christmas Child. St. James’ church is collecting items to fill shoe boxes so that
we can once again contribute to this charitable cause that brings some joy to children in
more deprived areas of the world. Specifically, they are hoping that any children’s
necklaces or bracelets could be donated to be added to the gift boxes. If you happen to
have any surplus items like these, please drop them into reception and we will ensure they
are passed over to the church.

•

Reverend John is soon to be gone… At the end of this term, we are sorry to say that
Reverend John will be retiring as the vicar at St. James’. Obviously, we are delighted for
him and the new chapter that will open up in his life, but we will miss him among our
community.

•

The Barbara Mills’ send off. Thank you to all those who came along to join with us to clap
Mrs Mills as she made her final journey along Kings Park Drive. I received a letter from
Barbara’s husband, Ken, saying ‘All of us who followed the hearse in our cars could not
believe what we were witnessing. My sons and I perhaps did not fully realise just how much
Barbara was loved and how the achievements of the pre-school’s 25 years existence are
remembered and appreciated by so many.’ Additionally, the funeral director told both
Reverend John and Ken that in his 40 years of overseeing funerals he had never seen
anything like it and it was the most powerful and memorable moment. On July 4th the
family service at St. James’ will be dedicated to Barbara and her team – all are welcome
to attend, contingent on Covid rules….

•

Sports Day. We’re gutted that we have had to cancel sports day, and there are other
traditions that are also being affected such as EYFS stay and play days, Year 6 transition
and some of the activities we have arranged for Sports week. We know that you and the
children will also be disappointed and we are VERY grateful for your understanding and
support as we make these difficult decisions.

We have five weeks left of the Summer term. As many of you have reflected to me – how have we
got here so quickly? Where has this year gone? It feels sometimes as if we are existing in a parallel
universe where time is both infinitely quick and also incredibly slow. A week can last for months and
minutes at the same time! All I know is that we are sharing this journey together and I am incredibly
grateful for the strength of the community and support for each other that is out there. We’re not only
surrounded by an incredible environment, but also by incredible people. Thank you for being a part of
that.
With my best wishes,
Jeremy
Headteacher

